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1.102 M

PASSENGERS

2.9 M

RIDES PER DAY

Facts and figures about the BVG.



The BVG keeps Berlin moving – a metropolitan area triple the size of other German cities.



Once upon a time ...
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because we love you.

Core of the campaign: 

Declaration of love as claim.
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BRAND
PROMISE

BRAND
PERSONALITY

BRAND
SHOWCASING

Since BVG is Berlin, BVG knows its 

clients and is able to care for them like 

no other. => Claim: Because we love 

you 

Since BVG is Berlin, they know the 

rough Berlin tone and addresses their 

clients at eye level.

Since BVG is Berlin, we use 

authentic Berlin locations with real 

persons.

Claim: Tonality: Setting:

BERLIN SOUL

BECAUSE WE LOVE 

YOU THE REAL BERLIN

Brand leadership the Berlin way
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Teaser campaign without branding.

Guerilla marketing
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We extended the teaser campaign to ambient advertising in stations, 

still without branding.

We picked you up from university at 4 pm.

At 6.30 pm from soccer training.

At 10 pm from the cinema. And even in the morning

at 5.30 am from the sickest party

of your life. Not even your mum would

have done this for you.
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4 Channels,

1 Social Hub

Hello Berlin! Hereby we open our 

#weilwirdichlieben account. With heart 

and hashtag. All aboard! 
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RIGHT IN THE HEART.

The result was a calculated shitstorm –

No. 1 topic in Germany.
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Everybody is talking about it

and it’s broadly covered in media.

The BVG is loving us. Seriously?



Social media is no short trip.



But: the atmosphere turned.

Social media can also be fun

Because we love you: BVG 

discovers humour - on Twitter



Shitstorm? No more Topic…
Shitstorm: no more topic.
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Set scent marks

Hashish-Kebap

Quinoa-diaper

Parfum-

champagne

Sweat-Heinecken
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A fest day for the gardening lover.

The opening of the IGA.

Always have the copyright in the mind

When you dirty up our trains, then 

at least let us use it for advertising.
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220.767 reach 364.132 reach

Re-use INSTAGRAM pics…

The early bird catches the worm 

(tower). 
For the shortest night of the year, 

we acquired new busses.
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Reactions

Sometimes we just have more 

traffic then Spotify.

Spotify proved they have a sense of humour by 

playing a song titled “Too late”, while I was 

missing my train, because I was still on the way 

to the train station with @BVG_Kampagne.  

Funny, our Spotify playlist just looked like this:

Re-use TWITTER POSTS…

Since you are always standing in the 

door area, doors are now standing in 

the standing area. 
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Correct handling of criticism

You are crew of son of bitch

No! We’re a Public law institution of 

son of bitch
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With love for details

Who did this?
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Welcome in Berlin,

beloved Brazilians.

… still on the pulse

„You will always have a 

reason to swear.“ BVG offers 

Donald Trump an new job.

Well, there is one disadvantage: 

You are not allowed to build a 

wall.

Hey Donald, don't you rather 

become a bus driver? Just think 

about it once! 

You give the direction.

You will always have a reason to swear.

You can cash up everyone.

Being overweight is not a problem.

Tiny hands too.

No one expects sensitivity.
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1.4M
FACEBOOK REACH

1M
ORGANIC

Let’s go!

We already took a look at one 

main criticism. We really don’t get 

why you are down on our window 

stickers.

Helaaf! Today starts carnival! 

Here is a picture of a train with all 

the people in Berlin that care 

about it.

Only eight days until fashion 

week and there is already 

white powder everywhere.
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Not only social media. Everywhere 

WE THINK:

IT’S ALL ABOUT 

THE SIZE.
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Brings you to the other 

side of the river: 

The day ticket

Fare dodger become 

always bolder

It’s hardly fashion week, 

and there is already white 

powder everywhere 
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Berlin gets some stickers

Slept past your station?

No problem with 

a BVG day ticket.

Our remedy for 

constipation:

Our new subway.
It’s fashion week:

Bring up your style.
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20 M
VIEWS.

O
V

E
R
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Not only entertainment, but also sales

Save money by your 

subscription,

not your style.
60m2, no kitchen, not bathroom.

For 60,66 EUR monthly rental fee.
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Paradigm for good customer dialogue

You live our style. You go by 

subway.

You should start working for us.
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Crazy pattern

www.das-muster-kennen-wir.de



Film austauschen: bessere Qualität





Our last action: The world‘s first womens‘ ticket. 21% cheaper. 

For women only

Reach

460 Mio.
94%

digital
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Subscriptions on YouTube

prove we impress more than 

31.124 people.

Follower on Twitter

This number tweeted a 

bird to us.

Follower

on Instagram think we are 

really photogenic.

Follower on Facebook
shows us that a lot of people 

like what we are doing. By the 

way, we also like our stuff.

288.187

93.094

31.836

Follow me, just follow me…

05.04.2019
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So what's the point? For the measurability of the desired image 

orientation, we have developed the BVG Brand Circle.
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BVG brand core in comparison with other companies
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Net Promoter Score of the BVG (Values in brackets from 2016)



Effect of the campaign on the image of BVG

Has the current campaign improved or worsened the image they had of the BVG?
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Not only does the BVG wins fans but also…



Thank you very much Vielen DankPoděkování


